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Here are five easy steps to complete the installation of your new Border Bench from 2by2 Indus-

tries: 

Please see diagrams for each size border timbers on the other side of this installation sheet. 

1. The Border Bench is designed to be universally compatible with any 8” or 12” “Over/Under-Style” play-

ground   border timber.  Two (2) Filler End Caps are provided to fill the gaps created when connecting the 

Border Bench to border timbers.  The Border Bench is also designed to be the same size as a standard 4-foot 

border timber (spike to spike). 

2. The Border Bench, when installed in its proper orientation, will never sit directly on top of the adjacent border      

timbers.  The “Over-Portion” of the Border Bench will be sitting directly above the “Under-Portion” of the 

border timber.  This will create a gap, which will be filled with our Filler End Cap. 

3. Because the Border Bench is universal to both the 8” and 12” border timbers, you will use one 4” Filler End 

Cap and one 6” Filler End Cap with every application of the Border Bench.  As long as you follow the orienta-

tion guidelines in Step 2, you will have two gaps that will be filled with our Filler End Caps. 

4. Once you have the Border Bench, Filler End Caps, and the adjacent border timbers lined up, insert the three 

42” Steel Spikes into the top of the Border Bench’s pre-drilled countersunk holes.  You will have one standard 

size spike left over from your existing border timbers.  This will be placed on the existing border timber’s 

“Over-Portion” and run through the ground-level “wing” of the Border Bench. 

5. Now that you have everything lined up, in place, and where they need to be, hammer the spikes into the 

(3) 42” SPIKES 

(1) 6” FILLER END CAP 
(1) BORDER BENCH 

(1) 4” FILLER END CAP 


